Working with creative agency Brandfuel, we
created eight individually themed areas for the
Android Global Village at 2017’s World Mobile
Congress in Barcelona. This was a complex scenic
package involving the manufacture of many
different structures, props and scenic treatments
all installed within an exceptionally challenging
timeframe. Our experienced workshop and site
teams carefully managed the sequencing of work,
ensuring the successful delivery of this large and
engaging activation.
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Android Global Village

The site
The 215m long 6m wide plot for the Android
Global Village was located outside on the
concourse between several of the exhibition
halls. The scenic package we provided not only
had to be fully weatherproofed to withstand the
elements, but in order to allow access to the halls,
the build also came with an extremely restricted
time frame for both fit-up and get-out.
We manufactured, finished and test-built the
hundreds of project elements, sending out a kit
of parts that was both quick to assemble and
required minimal finishing on-site.

Engaging Activation: diverse structures & scenic finishes created a colourful, fun environment
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The eight themed areas drew inspiration from
around the globe and this was reflected in
the structures, props, character figures and
scenic treatments. A timber floor concealed all
cabling, power and data feeds across all areas,
each section being themed accordingly. We
manufactured bespoke street furniture including
a series of Android logo-inspired lamp posts,
as well as signage and way finders made from
stained timber with vinyl graphics. These were
used throughout the Global Village.
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Our crew of 60 comprised crew chiefs,
electricians, scenic painters, carpenters and
graphics personnel. They had just 48 hours for
installation and just 6 hours to dismantle and
load the entire project as soon as the event
closed.

Arctic
The main structure was a white 6m by 4m
geodesic dome comprising a series of triangular
steel panels, each lined with fire-proof acoustic
foam. Antennae and lightbox eyes added
playful character to the roof, while inside we
constructed a bar for serving smoothies. To the
rear, we created a snow-drift themed preparation
area from timber and carved polystyrene.

Diverse Manufacturing: from geodesic dome to hand-carved polystyrene
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Japan
Themed like a Japanese garden, this area featured
a 1.8m Android-styled Geisha doll, manufactured
from moulded GRP, painted and fixed around a
steel armature. We provided a series of scenic
cherry blossom trees with concealed fixings, a
traditional red garden arch and plinths for tablets
used in the technology activation. All wiring and
data feeds were concealed beneath a printed
floor depicting traditional raked gravel.

Canada
The virtual home assistant, Google Home, was
showcased in a specially created timber ‘log’
cabin. The interior was themed and propped
as a rustic living room, while to the front, we
provided a series of tree-themed stools and
tables with integral cable management for tablets.
All furniture was given a realistic bark finish, the
tables topped with printed cross sections of tree
growth rings and the stools topped with padded
‘growth ring’ cushions.
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West Coast
We constructed a sun-bleached timber beach
shack with a large, printed sail-like canopy to the
rear that provided shade over an open meeting
area with seating and a sand box. The shack’s
exterior rear wall was interactive, with screens
mounted into giant watch face apertures. Watch
outlines were CNC’d into the timber and given
a burnt finish. Plinth mounted tablets enabled
delegates to sample the Android Wear Apps and
see the results on the watch faces embedded in
the wall. Other features included a San Franciscostyle tram carriage with screens inside and
exterior graphics; and a themed and painted GRP
‘Surfer Dude’ Android character.

Middle East
A series of copper arches led to a faceted,
triangular-panelled ‘souk’ structure. The arches
were treated with a special metalised copper
paint, mixed in-house, while the souk’s green
painted exterior was overlaid with intricately
cut fretwork panels in acrylic. The interior was
snuggly lined with inserts that had been covered
with a printed fabric. We also manufactured a
white hexagonal table with concealed power and
audio; a bespoke light fitting of folded aluminium;
and an ‘Explorer’ character with pith helmet and
sunglasses.
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The Enchanted Forest
This area gave delegates a virtual reality
experience. Three large faceted tree units,
around 3.5 metres in diameter and 2.5m high,
were made from irregular triangular sections of
plywood, with a realistic bark effect. Each was
given an interior scenic finish akin to a giant
redwood and a flat ‘roof’ canopy of multi-wall
polycarbonate, with translucent printed vinyl to
both sides. A series of tree-themed stools and
plinths were arranged outside. We also created a
faceted shrub and two stand-alone ‘day dream’
trees comprising green faceted canopies with a
high-quality finish, mounted on steel and ‘bark’
columns.

Scenic Texture: tree ‘rooms’ with realistic bark-effect finish housed VR experiences
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India
A tuk tuk was specially imported for this area and
resprayed in the Android yellow and green. We
manufactured a bespoke matching trailer that
provided printing facilities for delegates who
created designs on a series of tablets, mounted
on wicker-clad plinths. Both tuk tuk and trailer
were also fitted with mounts for speakers for
an audio installation. Two large rustic timber
benches concealed electrical distribution boards
that supplied power to the various devices in this
area, as well as for phone charging.

Transforming containers with hand-painted detail and themed metalwork.

Europe
This two-storey brick ‘townhouse’ housed
activations on two levels. It was created from
reinforced 20ft shipping containers clad with
CNC’d brickwork panels, Georgian-style scenic
windows and hand-painted graffiti graphics.
We provided a series of counters in the
downstairs Android Print Room, where visitors
could design their own tote bag and have it
printed while they waited. A steel and glass
external staircase provided access to the firstfloor Google Play studio, where a droid-themed
decorative balustrade, complete with green
lightbox eyes, spanned the width of the first-floor
opening. We also manufactured two 3m shelters,
each with a 12m long flat roof. These included
Google Play panels for music demos.
The diversity and detail of the scenic finishes for
this project, together with the range of different
structures drew on the best of our manufacturing
skills. Managing this output in the face of the
tight installation window and eye-watering six
hour get-out similarly brings out the best in our
agile project management team. Being responsive
to the unique requirements of both project and
location resulted in successful delivery and a
delighted client.
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